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Abstract

Improving our understanding of glacial sliding is crucial for constraining basal drag in ice dynamics models. We use icequakes,

sudden releases of seismic energy as the ice slides over the bed, to provide geophysical observations that can be used to aid

understanding of the physics of glacial sliding and constrain ice dynamics models. These icequakes are located at the bed of

an alpine glacier in Switzerland and the Rutford Ice Stream, West Antarctica, two extremes of glacial settings and spatial

scales. We investigate a number of possible icequake source mechanisms by performing full waveform inversions to constrain the

fundamental physics and stress release during an icequake stick-slip event. Results show that double-couple mechanisms best

describe the source for the events from both glacial settings and the icequakes originate at or very near the ice-bed interface. We

also present an exploratory method for attempting to measure the till shear modulus, if indirect, reflected icequake radiation

is observed. The results of this study increase our understanding of how icequakes are associated with basal drag while also

providing the foundation for a method of remotely measuring bed shear strength.
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Abstract14

Improving our understanding of glacial sliding is crucial for constraining basal drag in15

ice dynamics models. We use icequakes, sudden releases of seismic energy as the ice slides16

over the bed, to provide geophysical observations that can be used to aid understand-17

ing of the physics of glacial sliding and constrain ice dynamics models. These icequakes18

are located at the bed of an alpine glacier in Switzerland and the Rutford Ice Stream,19

West Antarctica, two extremes of glacial settings and spatial scales. We investigate a num-20

ber of possible icequake source mechanisms by performing full waveform inversions to21

constrain the fundamental physics and stress release during an icequake stick-slip event.22

Results show that double-couple mechanisms best describe the source for the events from23

both glacial settings and the icequakes originate at or very near the ice-bed interface.24

We also present an exploratory method for attempting to measure the till shear mod-25

ulus, if indirect, reflected icequake radiation is observed. The results of this study increase26

our understanding of how icequakes are associated with basal drag while also providing27

the foundation for a method of remotely measuring bed shear strength.28

1 Introduction29

Understanding how glaciers slide over the underlying bed is an important process30

that is not yet fully understood. Glacial sliding is important because it is the dominant31

process controlling how solid ice moves off the land and into the oceans, contributing to32

sea-level rise (Ritz et al., 2015). However, “basal drag is a fundamental control on ice33

stream dynamics that remains poorly understood or constrained by observations” (Morlighem34

et al., 2010). Here, we use passive glacial seismicity observations, i.e. icequakes, to study35

the basal drag of glaciers.36

Icequakes are sudden releases of seismic energy due to the movement of ice. Ice-37

quakes originating at or near the bed of a glacier, associated with glacial sliding, can be38

used to investigate a number of physical properties and processes at or near the ice-bed39

interface (Podolskiy & Walter, 2016). Icequakes cannot completely elucidate glacier slid-40

ing processes, since ice flow is also accommodated aseismically through creep and vis-41

cous deformation. However, they do provide brief snapshots that provide insight into the42

physics of glacier sliding.43

In this study, we use two icequakes associated with different glacial extremes to ex-44

plore the following questions: 1) What icequake source mechanism fits the seismic data45

best? 2) To what extent can icequake source mechanisms be unified over two extremes46

of glacial settings and spatial scales? 3) Do the icequakes originate from the ice-bed in-47

terface, and if so, what can we learn about ice-bed mechanical coupling? 4) What fun-48

damental properties of the bed can be remotely measured, such as the shear modulus49

of the till? 5) What are the fundamental limitations of using icequakes to investigate glacial50

sliding, for example, can we observe the presence of fluids influencing a sliding event?51

The two particularly pertinent questions relevant for understanding basal drag better,52

and therefore the most significant results of our work, are: how the ice is mechanically53

coupled to the bed; and whether it is possible to measure the shear modulus of the bed54

material.55

The shear modulus of the till is an important parameter for ice dynamics modelling,56

since it is a measure of the elastic stiffness of the till. If slip of the ice is governed by fail-57

ure at the ice-till interface or in the till, then the strength of the till controls the point58

of failure, and therefore slip at the glacier bed. The shear modulus of the till is depen-59

dent upon till properties such as the density, porosity and water content (Leeman, Valdez,60

Alley, Anandakrishnan, & Saffer, 2016). Measurements of the till shear modulus can there-61

fore be used to obtain estimates of these till properties, which in combination with lab-62

oratory studies (Leeman et al., 2016; Tulaczyk, Kamb, & Engelhart, 2000) could be used63
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to calculate till shear strength. Although such calculations are beyond the scope of this64

study, we present a novel method of remotely estimating the till shear modulus.65

To explore these questions, we analyse icequakes from two glaciers that represent66

the extremes of different spatial scales (see Figure 1). The first location is an alpine glacier67

in the Swiss Alps and the second is an ice stream in West Antarctica. We present a de-68

tailed analysis of one icequake from each location. Each icequake is from a cluster of sim-69

ilar icequakes, and so represents repeatedly observed behaviour near the bed of each re-70

spective glacier. The icequake hypocenters are approximately at the ice-bed interface and71

are likely to represent the extremes of different glacial settings for which glacial sliding72

of ice over a bed occurs. While the icequakes analysed here are thought to be represen-73

tative of stick-slip seismicity at these locations, it is worth noting that we only present74

results for two icequakes, each only representative of a single cluster location geograph-75

ically, and so these results should be treated primarily as exploratory findings that lay76

the foundations for implementation on larger datasets. Figure 1 shows the seismome-77

ter network geometries used to locate the icequakes and derive the most likely icequake78

source mechanisms. A source mechanism is a physical model of the most likely mode or79

modes of failure of a material subjected to an external stress, as well as the orientation80

of that failure. These source mechanisms, combined with their associated seismic radi-81

ation patterns and seismic moment of the energy released during failure, can be used to82

learn about the dynamic behaviour of the slip of ice over the bed and the material prop-83

erties of the surrounding media.84

Icequakes originating at or near the ice-bed interface have previously been observed85

in glacial settings including: Antarctic outlet glaciers and ice streams (Anandakrishnan86

& Alley, 1994; Anandakrishnan & Bentley, 1993; Barcheck, Tulaczyk, Schwartz, Walter,87

& Winberry, 2018; Blankenship, Bentley, Rooney, & Alley, 1987; Danesi, Bannister, &88

Morelli, 2007; A. M. Smith, 2006; E. Smith, Smith, White, Brisbourne, & Pritchard, 2015;89

Zoet, Anandakrishnan, Alley, Nyblade, & Wiens, 2012); Greenland outlet glaciers (Roeoesli,90

Helmstetter, Walter, & Kissling, 2016); and alpine glaciers (Allstadt & Malone, 2014;91

Dalban Canassy, Röösli, & Walter, 2016; Deichmann et al., 2000; Helmstetter, Nicolas,92

Comon, & Gay, 2015; Walter, Deichmann, & Funk, 2008; Walter, Dreger, Clinton, De-93

ichmann, & Funk, 2010; Weaver & Malone, 1979). Much of this observed seismicity is94

interpreted to be associated with glacial sliding, specifically stick-slip behaviour. Stick-95

slip seismicity occurs where patches of the bed, or ice-bed interface, are interpreted to96

have a higher shear strength, where basal drag is sufficient to inhibit flow until either97

the stress increases, or shear strength decreases, sufficiently to allow slip. Basal icequakes98

associated with tensile faulting have also been observed (e.g. Dalban Canassy et al. (2016);99

Walter et al. (2010)). Although a significant number of studies have been undertaken100

on basal icequakes associated with glacial sliding, few have analysed the icequake source101

mechanisms (Anandakrishnan & Bentley, 1993; Helmstetter et al., 2015; Roeoesli et al.,102

2016; E. Smith et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2010). To date, it has often been assumed that103

stick-slip seismicity should exhibit double-couple source mechanisms. This mechanism104

represents two coupled moment release pairs acting against one another to conserve an-105

gular momentum. One common example of this is when an earthquake is generated dur-106

ing slip between two tectonic plates. Here, we test this assumption by investigating all107

known types of fundamental earthquake source mechanisms, as well as two coupled mech-108

anisms. The majority of previous studies have only inverted for first motion P wave po-109

larities. Here, we perform source mechanism inversions using the full waveform for P, SV110

and SH phases. This allows us to gain more information from the basal icequakes, and111

allows us to explore the aforementioned questions in more detail than would otherwise112

be possible.113
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Figure 1. Locations of the icequakes and their associated glaciers used in this study. (a)

Rhonegletscher, Swiss Alps. (b) Rutford Ice Stream, West Antarctica. Icequakes are shown by

red points and seismometers are shown by the gold diamonds. Satellite imagery is from the

European Space Agency (ESA). Enlarged image of Rhonegletscher is from Swisstopo.

2 Methods114

Source mechanisms for the two icequakes shown in Figure 1 are used to study the115

process of slip of ice over the bed. To derive the icequake source mechanisms, we con-116

strain potential source models using the full waveform arrivals of P and S phases at seis-117

mometers near the glacier surface.118

2.1 Data processing119

The icequake data presented in this study were collected by the networks shown120

in Figure 1. The network at Rhone gletscher, Switzerland, was comprised of three 3-component121

1 Hz Lennartz borehole seismometers sampling at 500 Hz connected to Nanometrics Cen-122

taur digitalisers and four 3-component 4.5 Hz geophones each connected to a Digos Data-123

Cube3 digitaliser sampling at 400 Hz. The Rhone gletscher data used in this study was124

collected in Febraury 2018, corresponding to alpine winter conditions. The network at125

the Rutford Ice Stream, West Antarctica, was comprised of ten 3-component 4.5 Hz geo-126

phones connected to Reftek RT130 digitalisers sampling at 1000 Hz. This data was col-127

lected in January 2009, during the austral summer. The icequakes were detected using128

similar methods to those discussed in E. Smith et al. (2015) and T. S. Hudson, Smith,129

Brisbourne, and White (2019). This provides us with a catalogue of icequakes from which130

we can select icequakes located near the glacier bed. Below we detail how specific ice-131

quakes are processed and why certain processing related decisions are made.132

In order to reduce the noise present for each phase arrival, we filter the data us-133

ing the parameters shown in Supplementary Table S1. Different filter parameters are used134

for the different glacial settings based on the different spectra of noise sources, the dom-135

inant source frequency of the basal icequakes, and the sampling rate of the data. The136

source of the higher frequency noise filtered out of the data could be due to natural sources137

such as surface winds, or perhaps more likely instrument noise, hence the bandpass rather138

than highpass filter applied. The icequakes′ energy observed at receivers generally lies139

between 5 and 200Hz, although the dominant frequency of the source is likely of the or-140
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Table 1. Table summarising the icequakes′ origin times and hypocentral locations. Note that

the uncertainty given here is that calculated by NonLinLoc.

Rhonegletscher Rutford Ice Stream

Origin time 18:55:38, 14/02/2018 04:20:09, 21/01/2009
Latitude 46.5974oN (±7 m) −78.1479oN (±213 m)
Longitude 8.3818oE (±7 m) −84.0027oE (±178 m)
Depth (m below surface) 195± 10 m 2037± 190 m

der of kHz. The phases are then separated, with the length of the waveforms passed to141

the full waveform inversion method specified in Supplementary Table S1. Phases are ro-142

tated into the vertical (Z), radial (R) and transverse (T) components so as to approx-143

imately isolate the P, SV and SH phases.144

The icequakes are located by picking the P and S phase arrivals manually and then145

using the non-linear location algorithm, NonLinLoc (Lomax & Virieux, 2000). Informa-146

tion regarding the phase picks are provided in Supplementary Table S4. The ice veloc-147

ity models used in the location procedure are given in Supplementary Figure S1. The148

origin times and hypocentral locations are given in Table 1. In each case, the icequake149

depths correspond to the depth of the bed of the respective glacier found using ground150

penetrating radar. Although the depth uncertainty appears to be poorly constrained,151

at ∼ 10% of the total icequake depth in both cases, this does not significantly affect the152

full waveform modelling, since the phase arrivals are manually aligned and the locations153

of the various layers and interfaces are all relative to the source location rather than the154

absolute geometry of the real glaciers.155

Although we only analyse one icequake at each glacier in detail, these icequakes156

are representative of an entire cluster of icequakes observed at each location. The sim-157

ilarity of each icequake to its associated cluster is evidenced in Figure 2. The single Rhone158

gletscher icequake arrivals (red) and other icequakes in the associated cluster are shown159

in Figure 2a, and the single Rutford icequake and other icequakes in that associated clus-160

ter are shown in Figure 2b. In both cases the icequake that we study in detail is almost161

identical to all the other icequakes in the cluster. This repeatability is particularly re-162

markable for the Rutford icequake cluster. These observations provide us with confidence163

that the icequakes that we study here are representative of the behaviour of basal ice-164

quakes at least for an individual cluster, and likely basal activity more generally, at each165

glacier. We are therefore confident that despite presenting the analysis of single events166

within this manuscript, the events used represent well the basal seismicity in that loca-167

tion.168

Examples of the icequake arrivals at one station are shown in Figure 3a for the Rhone169

gletscher icequake and Figure 3b for the Rutford Ice Stream icequake. The seismograms170

for all the stations for each icequake can be found in Supplementary Figure S2. All P171

and S phase arrivals are clearly impulsive. The manually picked P and S arrivals are shown172

in red and blue, respectively. The P phase arrivals can clearly be seen on the vertical (Z)173

components and the S phase arrivals can be seen on the horizontal channels, as expected.174

The P-S delay times are much greater for the Rutford icequake because the source is ∼175

2 km below the glacier surface, compared to ∼ 200m below the surface for the Rhone-176

gletscher icequake. There are no surface wave phases observed, which in combination with177

the hypocentral locations gives us high confidence that the icequakes originate from near178

the glacier bed.179

–5–
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Figure 2. Individual icequake arrivals associated with each icequake cluster, recorded on

the vertical component of each seismometer used in this study. (a) P and S arrivals observed at

Rhone gletscher (25 icequakes plotted). (b) P wave arrivals observed at Rutford Ice Stream (106

icequakes plotted). The red waveforms are the single icequakes that are used throughout this

study and the grey waveforms are the other individual icequakes in each respective cluster. The

filters applied are specified in Table S1.

Significant shear wave splitting is observed in the Rutford Ice Stream icequake data,180

probably because of the strongly anisotropic ice fabric (Harland et al., 2013; E. C. Smith181

et al., 2017) combined with ray paths of lengths greater than 2 km. We correct for this182

shear wave splitting using the method of Wuestefeld, Al-Harrasi, Verdon, Wookey, and183

Kendall (2010), implemented using the software SHEBA. This is based on rotating and184

shifting the seismograms in time (Silver & Chan, 1991) to find the most robust solution.185

SHEBA also implements the multi-window clustering analysis method of Teanby, Kendall,186

and Baan (2004) to minimise the impact of the choice of S-wave window used in the au-187

tomated shear wave splitting analysis (Wuestefeld et al., 2010). The parameters found188

by this method and applied to the data to remove the splitting effects are given in Ta-189

ble S2.190

2.2 Full waveform source mechanism inversion191

The icequake source mechanisms presented in this study are found by using a Bayesian
inversion method similar to that detailed in Pugh, White, and Christie (2016), but in-
stead using the full waveform of various phases. We use a Monte Carlo based technique
to randomly sample potential source models, ensuring no bias within the n-dimensional
space (where n is the number of dimensions of the source model). For such a source model,
we can calculate the observed displacement, un, at a seismometer (Walter et al., 2009),

un(~x, t) = Gn(~x, t)×M (1)

where n denotes a particular seismometer, M is a vector composed of the source model192

parameters, for example, of length six for a full moment tensor model, and Gn(~x, t) is193

a two-dimensional matrix containing the Green′s functions associated with each model194

component. The Green′s functions account for path effects due to the medium.195

–6–
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Figure 3. Examples of P and S phase arrivals for the Rhonegletscher and Rutford Ice Stream

icequakes. Manually picked P and S arrivals shown in red and blue, respectively. (a) Rhone-

gletscher icequake arrivals at station RA52 (∼ 90m from icequake epicenter). (b) Rutford Ice

Stream icequake arrivals at station ST01 (∼ 900m from icequake epicenter). The filters applied

are specified in Table S1. Seismograms for all the stations for each icequake used in this study

can be found in Supplementary Figure S2.
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Figure 4. Types of source mechanism models investigated in this study. a) a Double-Couple

(DC) source mechanism, b) a Single-Force (SF) source mechanism, c) an unconstrained Moment

Tensor (MT) mechanism d) a DC-crack coupled mechanism, and e) a SF-crack coupled mecha-

nism. The blue and brown blocks indicate the ice and bed, respectively. Black arrows indicate

the horizontal motion of the blocks with respect to one another. Yellow arrows indicate a vol-

umetric expansion. Example first motion radiation patterns for the P wave are shown in red

(compressional) and blue (dilatational). The dashed volumes indicate regions where the ice and

bed are mechanically coupled, according to the model.

We investigate the following source mechanisms in this study: a Double-Couple (DC)196

source mechanism (3 free parameters); a Single-Force (SF) source mechanism (3 free pa-197

rameters); an unconstrained Moment Tensor (MT) source mechanism (6 free parame-198

ters); a DC-crack coupled mechanism (7 free parameters) and a SF-crack coupled mech-199

anism (7 free parameters). Examples of the physical manifestation of these source mech-200

anisms are shown in Figure 4. First motion radiation patterns for each source model are201

shown, to indicate an instantaneous component of the overall waveform that we simu-202

late. The DC and MT models implicitly suggest that away from the source, the ice is203

mechanically coupled to the bed, while the SF sources suggest that the ice and bed are204

mechanically decoupled away from the source (Dahlen, 1993). We use the term mechan-205

ically coupled to refer to regions distal to the fault behaving such that the ice-bedrock206

interface is static with no slip occurring. This latter source is typically used to describe207

landslide source mechanisms (Allstadt, 2013; Dahlen, 1993; Kawakatsu, 1989). A single-208

force source suggests mechanical decoupling of the ice from the bed because it describes209

one body accelerating over another, which can only occur if the two bodies are decou-210

pled. This is in contrast to the DC and MT models, where even at a bimaterial inter-211

face, the moment release is constrained to a finite length fault plane and the moment212

tensor only describes deformation at the source (Vavryčuk, 2013). Beyond the finite spa-213

tial limits of the source, the material is required to be mechanically coupled, even for a214

bimaterial interface, for example, in the model presented in Shi and Ben-Zion (2006).215

The Green′s functions used in Equation 1 are generated using the software fk (Haskell,216

1964; Wang & Herrmann, 1980; Zhu & Rivera, 2002). The program takes a one-dimensional217

layered velocity model, a source-time function, and the epicientral distance and azimuth218
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of receivers from the source, with the parameters used for each icequake case given in219

Table S3. We do not invert for the source-time function, but used a fixed time duration220

as specified in Table S3.221

The displacement at a seismometer can be calculated from Equation 1, once the
Green′s functions have been generated for a particular randomly sampled source mech-
anism model. This modeled displacement can then be compared to the real, observed
displacement. There are a number of methods for quantifying the misfit. We use the vari-
ance reduction method (Templeton & Dreger, 2006; Walter et al., 2009), where the vari-
ance reduction value is given by,

V R = 1− φ = 1−
∫

(vn,data(t)− vn,model)
2
dt∫

vn,data(t)2dt
(2)

where φ is the misfit, vn,data(t) is the observed velocity at seismometer n over time and
vn,model(t) is the modeled velocity for seismometer n over time, calculated by differen-
tiating Equation 1 with respect to time. The probability of the data fitting the model,
P (data|model), assuming Gaussian statistics, is then defined by the likelihood function,
L (Bodin & Sambridge, 2009),

P (data|model) = L = e−
φ
2 (3)

The probability of the randomly sampled source mechanism model fitting the data can
then be found using Bayes’ theorem (Bayes & Price, 1763), where the posterior prob-
ability, P (model|data), is given by,

P (model|data) =
P (data|model)P (model)

P (data)
(4)

All the sampled models are assumed to have identical initial prior probabilities, there-
fore P (model) is given by,

P (model) =
1

N
(5)

where N is the number of samples used in the inversion, typically 1×106. However, ob-
taining P (data) is more challenging. We find P (data) by using Bayesian marginalisa-
tion (Tarantola & Valette, 1982), where P (data) can then be defined by,

P (data) =

∫
P (data|model)P (model)dmodel ≈

i=N∑
i=1

P (data|model)iP (model)i (6)

Using a Monte Carlo based approach to sample a large number of models, typically of222

the order of 106, provides us with an estimation of the full posterior probability distri-223

bution (pdf) for a particular type of source mechanism model. The most likely source224

mechanism model can then be found, along with an estimate of its associated uncertainty,225

taken to be the standard deviation of the pdf.226

The different source mechanism models shown in Figure 4 have different numbers
of free parameters. In order to account for the complexity of a particular model when
comparing the various model types, we use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
(Schwarz, 1978). The BIC allows us to assess whether a model with more free param-
eters overfits the data relative to one with fewer parameters. It is given by,

BIC = k · ln(n)− ln(L̂) (7)

where k is the number of free parameters for the model and n is the number of samples,227

or data points, used in the inversion. The difference in BIC value between two models228

i and j, ∆BICi,j , can be used to compare the relative fit of one model to the other. If229

∆BICi,j < 3.2, then there is insufficient evidence to suggest that model i is better than230

–9–
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram and example synthetic and observed data demonstrating the

method used to estimate till properties in this study. The direct waves travel directly from the

source to the receiver (gold triangle), passing through ice only. The indirect waves travel down-

wards first, reflecting off a lower interface below a till layer, before travelling up towards the

receiver. On the right are the Z, R and T components predicted for a near surface seismometer

offset laterally by ∼ 90m from the source for the Rhonegletscher icequake. The waveforms show

the direct, indirect, combined (75% direct, 25% indirect) synthetic energy arriving at the seis-

mometer, as well as the observed energy. The till layer thickness associated with this inversion is

1 m.

model j, whereas if 3.2 < ∆BICi,j < 10 then there is substantial evidence to suggest231

that model i is more appropriate than model j, and if ∆BICi,j > 10, then there is strong232

evidence that model i should be favoured over model j (Kass & Raftery, 1995).233

The full waveform inversion method described allows us to find both the most likely234

model for a specific type of source mechanism, and to inter-compare different types of235

source mechanism, while rigorously accounting for uncertainty in the results.236

2.3 Subglacial till properties from full waveform icequake source mech-237

anism inversions238

If an icequake source has both direct and indirect arrivals, that is arrivals travel-239

ling straight from the source to the receiver and arrivals that have reflected off or refracted240

at some interface below the source, respectively (see Figure 5), then one can learn some-241

thing about the medium beneath the icequake source. If the icequake is located at the242

ice-till interface, with a reflective till-bedrock interface below the till, then one can ap-243

proximately measure the bulk and shear moduli, Ktill and µtill, of the till. A full deriva-244

tion of this method can be found in the Text S5 in the Supplementary Information, with245

a summary provided here.246

The observed velocity, vobs,i(t), at the receiver is given by,

vobs,i(t) = vdir(t) +Rivindir,i(t) (8)

where i denotes the seismic phase (P or S). vdir(t) is associated with the energy prop-247

agating directly from the source to the receiver (see Figure 5). vindir,i(t) is associated248

with energy that is radiated downwards, before reflecting off an interface that we define249

as the till-bed interface. For our model scenario, we approximate this path using a source250

–10–
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within ice, at a variable distance vertically above a bedrock interface, with this distance251

representing the simulated till thickness. We do this because the method for generat-252

ing the Green′s functions that we use, fk (Haskell, 1964; Wang & Herrmann, 1980; Zhu253

& Rivera, 2002), does not allow us to place a source at an interface between two media.254

We therefore approximate a source at an interface between ice and till by separating di-255

rect and indirect arrivals using a homogeneous ice velocity model and an ice with a gran-256

ite bed velocity model. Ri is defined as the additional proportion of indirect waves ob-257

served at the receiver, ranging from 0 to 1.258

An example of vdir(t) and vindir(t), the time derivatives of displacement, are shown259

in Figure 5. The combined modelled velocity and real observed velocity at the example260

seismometer are also plotted. One can see from the waveforms in Figure 5 that the dif-261

ferences between different arrivals are subtle, with small changes in relative amplitudes262

between the different modelled phases. It is therefore necessary to have sufficiently high263

resolution observations in order to perform this analysis.264

Theoretically, the value Ri is defined by,

Ri = Rtill−bed,i · Ttill−ice,i (9)

where Rtill−bed,i is the reflectivity coefficient for seismic phase i at the till-bed interface,
and Ttill−ice,i is the transmissivity coefficient for seismic phase i at the till-ice interface.
If we make the assumptions (1) that the radiation is approximately at normal incidence
to each bimaterial interface, and (2) that any P to S and S to P conversions are approx-
imately compensated for with one another, then from the Zoeppritz equations (Aki &
Richards, 2002; Zoeppritz, 1919) we can obtain the following simplified relations for RP

and RS ,

RP = Rtill−bed,p · Ttill−ice,p =
2Zp,till(Zp,bed − Zp,till)

(Zp,bed + Zp,till).(Zp,ice + Zp,till)
(10)

RS = Rtill−bed,s · Ttill−ice,s =
2Zs,till(Zs,bed − Zs,till)

(Zs,bed + Zs,till).(Zs,ice + Zs,till)
(11)

where Zp,ice,till,bed and Zs,ice,till,bed are the P and S phase impedance for the ice, till and
bed. Zp,ice, Zp,bed, Zs,ice and Zs,bed are known, or can at least be approximately assumed.
If we can obtain values of RP and RS then we can use these equations to solve for Zp,till

and Zs,till, which in turn can be used to give us the bulk and shear moduli, Ktill and
µtill, of the till in terms of the density of the till, ρtill,

Ktill =
Zp,till

2 − 4
3Zs,till

2

ρtill
(12)

µtill =
Zs,till

2

ρtill
(13)

To solve Equations 12 and 13 to find Ktill and µtill, we therefore need to obtain
values for RP and RS . This can be done by performing a full waveform source mech-
anism inversion as described previously, but also inverting for the proportion of indirect
P and S waves observed at receivers approximately directly above the source. To per-
form this inversion, we rewrite Equation 8 as,

vobs,i(t) = (1−Ri)vhomo ice,i(t) +Rivbedrock,i(t) (14)

where vhomo ice,i(t) is the modeled velocity signal for a medium comprised of only ice265

without material interfaces, and vrock bed,i(t) is the modeled velocity signal for a medium266

with a faster velocity reflecting bed at a depth below the source equal to the thickness267

of the till layer.268

Since we have models to calculate the velocity signals vhomo ice,i(t) and vrock bed,i(t),269

we can therefore perform the full waveform inversion with an additional two parameters,270
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RP and RS , which we vary randomly and uniformly between 0 and 1. The best fitting271

model can then be used to determine the best values for RP and RS . From this we can272

then calculate Ktill and µtill from Equations 12 and 13.273

One assumption we make is that at the glacier bed, there are three layers with dis-274

tinct velocity contrasts: an ice layer; overlying a till layer; overlying a bedrock layer. A275

justification of this assumption is given in Section 3.1. A further important assumption276

we make is that the indirect radiation from an icequake (see Figure 5) is approximately277

at normal incidence to the ice-till and till-bed interfaces, in order to simplify the Zoep-278

pritz equations (Zoeppritz, 1919). To make this assumption, in the till properties inver-279

sion we only use stations close to the icequake epicenter, with maximum angles less than280

24o from normal incidence. At an angle of incidence of 24o, the reflectivity coefficients281

at the interfaces are predicted to vary from approximately 10% to 25% for P waves, de-282

pending upon the materials comprising the interface (Booth, Emir, & Diez, 2016). These283

are approximately accounted for at the reflecting interface, albeit for an ice-bedrock in-284

terface rather than a till-bedrock interface. Ideally one would also account for such vari-285

ation at the transmitting interface between ice and till, although for simplicity we do not286

correct for angle of incidence effects at that interface in this exploratory study. A final287

note of relevance to our method is that we do not have to account for thin bed effects288

(Widess, 1973) since we are simulating the source at the upper interface of the thin bed,289

so there is no upper reflection that would otherwise interfere with reflections off the lower290

interface of the thin bed. In any case, a strength of our general full waveform source mech-291

anism inversions undertaken in our entire study is that we generate all reflections in our292

modelled seismic waveforms, and so account for thin bed effects in our other inversion293

results presented in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.294

3 Results and Discussion295

3.1 Variation of icequake source depth, source mechanisms and bed struc-296

ture297

Icequake source depth, source mechanism and bed structure are varied for each glacial298

setting. The results are plotted for Rhonegletscher in Figure 6a and the Rutford Ice Stream299

in Figure 6b. Each point on the plots indicates the most likely result of one full wave-300

form source mechanism inversion. The composition of the various bed structures with301

depth are shown Figure 6, below their associated plots. Both glacial settings generally302

indicate that the closer the source is to the ice-bed interface, the higher the similarity303

value and therefore the better the model fits the data. In the Rhonegletscher case, the304

highest likelihood model is for ice with bedrock but no overlying till layer. In the Rut-305

ford Ice Stream case, the highest likelihood model result is for an ice half space with no306

bed. The highest likelihood models are invariably those of greater complexity, with more307

free parameters (the full MT, DC-crack and single-force-crack models).308

The highest likelihood, and therefore best fitting model for the Rhonegletscher ice-309

quake is a single-force-crack source mechanism, with the icequake ∼ 5m above an ice-310

rock interface. The best fitting model for the Rutford Ice Stream icequake is a full mo-311

ment tensor source mechanism with no apparent bed below the source. However, these312

models have more free parameters than the DC or single-force models. Accounting for313

this additional complexity when comparing different types of source mechanism model314

can be undertaken by using the Bayesian information criterion (see Equation 7). Table315

2 gives the ∆BICcomplex−simple values for Rhonegletscher and the Rutford Ice Stream,316

with the high, positive values (> 9) in Table 2 suggesting that the simpler, DC or single-317

force source model should be favored over the more complex models, for the highest like-318

lihood models given in Figure 6. After accounting for this complexity, the most likely319

source mechanism is either the DC or single-force source mechanisms for the Rhonegletscher320

icequake and is the DC source mechanism with an ice-only half space for the Rutford321
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Figure 6. Plots of the most likely full waveform source mechanism similarity values (the

variance reduction, VR, defined by Equation 2) with varying icequake source depth below the

ice surface, for various velocity models and icequake source mechanisms. a) For Rhonegletscher,

Swiss Alps. b) For the Rutford Ice Stream, West Antarctica. The velocities of the different media

are given, along with the key for the different source mechanisms. Ice velocity from Roethlis-

berger (1972), bedrock velocity (taken to be that of granite) from Walter et al. (2010) and till

velocity is based on Antarctic till (Blankenship et al., 1987). Note that since the ice only case has

no interfaces at depth, the inversion is performed for one depth only (0.2005 km below surface for

Rhonegletscher, 2.0375 km below surface for Rutford) and extrapolated for comparison with the

other inversion results.
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Table 2. Table containing key icequake parameter results from the standard source mechanism

inversion results discussed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 and the till properties inversion results

discussed in Section 3.3. V R is the data-model variance reduction value, a measure of the quality

of the fit. ∆BICcomplex−simple is the difference between the highest likelihood complex and sim-

ple icequake source mechanism solutions. Details of how the seismic moments are calculated can

be found in Supplementary Information Text S6, and are based upon and elaborated upon in Aki

and Richards (2002); T. S. Hudson (2019); Peters et al. (2012); Shearer (2009). The half space

that gives the highest variance reduction value is shown in brackets (e.g. ice - the ice only half

space, gb - the ice with a granite bed half space).

Rhonegletscher Rutford Ice Stream

Source mechanism inversions:

Seismic moment 1.14± 0.57× 105 Nm 9.34± 4.31× 106 Nm
V RDC 0.42 (ice, gb) 0.52 (ice)
BICDC 20.1 20.3
V RSF 0.43 (gb) 0.25 (gb)
BICSF 20.1 20.4
V RMT 0.48 (gb) 0.59 (ice)
BICMT 34.9 35.3
V RDC−crack 0.48 (gb) 0.57 (ice)
BICDC−crack 29.9 30.3
V RSF−crack 0.5 (gb) 0.57 (gb)
BICSF−crack 29.9 30.3
∆BICcomplex−simple 9.84 15.0

Till Properties Inversions (TPI):

V RDC,TPI 0.51 n/a
Direct-indirect radiation ratio (P/S) 0.053/0.038 0.0/0.0

icequake. Although the single-force mechanism for the Rhonegletscher icequake has a322

slightly higher similarity value at 0.43 as opposed to the DC similarity value of 0.42 (see323

Table 2), there is no statistically significant difference between the two, with ∆BICDC−SF ≈324

0. We therefore cannot make a distinction between the two. However, the SF source pro-325

vides a much poorer fit than the DC source for the simpler homogeneous ice velocity model326

for the Rhonegletcher icequake. We therefore infer that the DC source provides a uni-327

versally better fit overall, and so we present the DC source model as the best overall fit328

for both the Rhonegletscher and Rutford icequakes. These source mechanisms are dis-329

cussed in more detail in Section 3.2.330

One potential source of bias associated with the results in Figure 6 is polarity re-331

versal of the P and S waves as the source depth is varied, with polarity reversals occur-332

ring at half the dominant wavelength of the relevant phase. Such a polarity reversal could333

cause an anti-correlation between the modelled and observed signal, potentially result-334

ing in a misleadingly low similarity value. The length scale over which the polarity of335

a phase would reverse is the order of 12 m to 18 m for the P waves we observe and 24336

m to 36 m for the S waves. However, we manually align the P phase arrivals of the mod-337

elled greens functions with the observed seismic signals, and check that the first arrival338

polarities are consistent. This minimises any polarity reversal bias for the P wave, but339

theoretically the S wave could still observe polarity reversals that are not compensated340

for. However, the peaks in the similarity values near the ice-bed interface are significantly341

narrower than the depth difference over which a P or S wave could reverse polarity, be-342
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ing approximately 1 m to 4 m wide. We are therefore confident that our findings in Fig-343

ure 6 are not biased by P and S phase polarity reversal caused by varying source depth.344

The best fitting velocity models, the ice-only velocity model and the ice-rock ve-345

locity models, indicate that either there is no till layer present at the glacier bed, or that346

the seismic signals are not affected significantly by such an interface between ice and till.347

From experiments drilling to the bed (Gräff & Walter, 2019) and seismic studies, at alpine348

and Antarctic glaciers (Iken, Fabri, & Funk, 1996; A. M. Smith, 1997a; A. M. Smith &349

Murray, 2009), it is likely that there is a till layer present at the bed of both Rhonegletscher350

and the Rutford Ice Stream. This leads us to the interpretation either: that the icequake351

source is at the ice-till interface, therefore resulting in no reflections off a till layer; or352

that the ice-till interface is poorly defined, with a very gradual change in seismic veloc-353

ity gradient, again resulting in no reflections. The latter interpretation is deemed less354

likely given the length scales for such a gradual change in velocity constrained by the in-355

version results (< 1 m). We therefore suggest that it is most likely that the icequakes356

originate at the ice-till interface. This interpretation agrees with the findings presented357

in Section 3.3, since it allows for there to be a till layer present, as assumed in the re-358

sults in Section 3.3 and consistent with active source observations at Rutford Ice Stream359

(A. M. Smith, 1997b), while not requiring any ice-till reflections to be observed.360

It is worth noting that although we suggest that the icequake source is most likely361

at the ice-till interface, this does not necessarily imply that on the scale of the fault slip,362

the fault interface is that of either ice-till or ice-bedrock. It may be that at this scale,363

the seismicity is induced by contact between small rocks or other entrained sediment that364

are frozen into the glacier ice at the ice-bed boundary (Lipovsky et al., 2019).365

3.2 Best fitting icequake source mechanisms366

The best fitting source mechanisms from all the full waveform inversion results are367

shown in Figure 7a for the Rhonegletscher icequake and in Figure 7b for the Rutford Ice368

Stream icequake. Due to the depth of the Rutford icequake source (∼ 2 km below the369

surface), the P-S delay time for the Rutford icequake is sufficiently large that we split370

the P and S arrivals, with the P phase fitted on the Z component, and the S phase fit-371

ted on the R and T components. The apparent negative time offset of the S arrival rel-372

ative to the P arrival in the observations in Figure 7b is therefore simply a result of where373

the waveforms are cut for each phase, with the Z component and the R and T compo-374

nents not aligned temporally with one another. All the modeled (red waveforms) phase375

polarities for P, SH and SV phases are in agreement with the observed (black waveforms)376

polarities for both icequakes. Furthermore, the various modeled phase amplitudes are377

also in generally close agreement with the observed amplitudes, with significant later phase378

arrival complexity captured by the best source mechanism models for certain stations.379

Since the simplest best fitting source mechanisms are DC, the slip vectors can be380

calculated, the directions of which are shown by the red arrows in Figure 7. An estimate381

of the uncertainties associated with each slip vector are shown by the red dashed lines.382

The slip vectors both approximately agree with the ice flow direction at each location383

(see Figure 1). While this might be expected, it should not be assumed as the ice slip384

direction associated with a single icequake is not required to match the overall slip di-385

rection of a glacier (Anandakrishnan & Bentley, 1993). Therefore, while our observed386

slip vectors are in agreement with the overall direction of glacial motion, all that can be387

interpreted from this result is that the icequake likely accommodates some of the over-388

all motion of a glacier. A more significant result is that the vertical orientation of one389

of the fault planes for each icequake, and its associated slip vector, indicates slip along390

a sub-horizontal bed. The Rhonegletscher fault inclination is greater than the Rutford391

Ice Stream fault inclination, which is indeed the case in reality, as the alpine glacier has392

steeper bed topography than the Antarctic ice stream.393
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One potential issue with inverting for source mechanisms using our method is that394

the Green′s functions used are effectively only generated in 1D (Zhu & Rivera, 2002).395

In reality, 3D source effects that could be caused by sudden local variations in bed to-396

pography, the presence of eroded material, basal crevassing introducing a local anisotropic397

ice structure, or accumulation of melt water (Walter et al., 2010), could have a detrimen-398

tal impact upon our results. Indeed, 3D source effects are shown to be important for near-399

bed tensile crack source mechanisms at Gornergletscher, another Swiss alpine glacier (Wal-400

ter et al., 2010). To test whether 3D effects affect our results, we perform the same in-401

versions as used to obtain the results in Figure 7, but for the SH phase only (i.e. using402

the T component only). The SH phase is far less insensitive to 3D effects for the geom-403

etry of our scenario, as it is parallel to the fault. If the SH inversions give similar results404

to the inversion using all body wave phases then one can assume that 3D effects are of405

second order in our case. Such results are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that these406

SH phase inversions are similar to the inversion results that use all body wave phases407

in Figure 7. The similarity of 3D dependent (the P, SV and SH joint phase inversions)408

and the 3D independent SH phase inversions implies that our results are insensitive to409

any local topography, ice fabric damage, and the potential presence of meltwater. Our410

results are therefore robust and not substantially affected by 3D effects.411

A further possible source of uncertainty in the source mechanism inversion results412

could be caused by the vanishing traction condition at the free surface. If an earthquake413

source is sufficiently shallow, then the Mxz and Myz terms of the moment tensor can ap-414

proach zero and effectively vanish. If this is not accounted for when inverting for a shal-415

low earthquake, then it can result in an inversion bias, for example, making shallow DC416

sources appear to a vertical dip-slip mechanism (Chiang, Dreger, Ford, Walter, & Yoo,417

2016) similar to the mechanisms we observe. However, any vanishing traction effects man-418

ifesting themselves in our results would be minimal, since although the icequakes are shal-419

low in comparison to tectonic earthquakes, the source wavelengths are much shorter than420

the icequake depths below the surface, therefore not observing the vanishing traction ef-421

fect (Chiang et al., 2016). For example, if one assumes a conservatively low dominant422

source frequency of 100 Hz for the Rhone gletscher icequake at a depth of 200 m below423

surface, the wavelength would be ≈ 36 m, which is much less than the source depth.424

Assuming that the icequake source is located approximately at the ice-bed inter-425

face, the DC nature of the best fitting source mechanisms implies that the ice is mechan-426

ically coupled to the bed distally from the source. This is in contrast to the case where427

the best fitting source mechanism is a single-force source mechanism, where the over-428

lying fault block (ice) would be free to accelerate relative to the underlying block (till429

or bedrock). Such a single-force mechanism would imply that the ice would be free to430

slide over the bed, mechanically decoupled from the bed. The significance of the DC source431

mechanism observation, and hence the implied mechanical coupling distally from the source,432

is that the net movement of the entire glacier is not attributed to a single micro-icequake.433

This has implications for how to understand glacial sliding on the spatial scale of an en-434

tire glacier. Here, we assume that this observation of distal mechanical coupling of the435

ice to the bed is either due to freezing of the ice to the bed (Christoffersen & Tulaczyk,436

2003; Joughin, Tulaczyk, MacAyeal, & Engelhardt, 2004) or due to a sufficiently high437

coefficient of friction at the ice-bed interface that is likely modulated by fluids (Tulaczyk438

et al., 2000).439

3.3 Investigating till properties440

One of the most useful observations for constraining glacial sliding within numer-441

ical models is the strength of the interface between the ice and the bed, since this pa-442

rameter governs the conditions under which ice will slide. If the bed is stiff and cannot443

deform then this bed strength is the frictional force per unit area of the interface. If the444

bed can deform then the strength of the interface is governed by the shear strength of445
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Figure 7. The focal mechanisms for the most likely source mechanism results from the full

waveform source mechanism inversions. a) For Rhonegletscher, Swiss Alps. b) For the Rutford

Ice Stream, West Antarctica. The focal mechanisms are plotted, along with their associated slip

vectors (red arrows) and a representation of the associated uncertainty (red dashed lines). Ra-

diation patterns are plotted with an upper hemisphere stereographic projection. The observed

waveforms at each seismometer are shown in black, for the Z, R and T components, along with

the modeled waveforms, shown by the red dashed waveforms. Note: The waveforms for the Z

component for the Rutford data in (b) are not temporally aligned with the R and T components,

for reasons given in the main text. The complete seismograms for each event can be found in

Supplementary Figure S2.
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Figure 8. Focal mechanism results for full waveform inversions using SH components only. a)

For Rhonegletscher, Swiss Alps. b) For the Rutford Ice Stream, West Antarctica. Uncertainty

representations and waveform labelling is the same as Figure 7.

the bed. Laboratory studies of till strength have been undertaken (e.g. Leeman et al.446

(2016); Tulaczyk et al. (2000)). Since we have some confidence from previous studies that447

there is at least a thin till layer (of the order 10s cm to meters at Rhonegletscher) where448

our icequakes originate, in this section we attempt to estimate the till shear modulus us-449

ing our icequake observations. As previously mentioned, the till shear modulus is an im-450

portant parameter because it contains information regarding till properties that are re-451

quired for estimating the shear strength of the till or ice-till interface.452

The method we use to estimate the till shear modulus in this exploratory study is453

outlined in Section 2.3. Unlike normal incidence active source seismic surveys, it is pos-454

sible to obtain estimates for the till shear modulus since we have P and S phases with455

which to constrain our inversion results. The difference between the previously discussed456

results and the approach taken for the results in this section is primarily that we invert457

for the additional parameters RP and RS , the proportion of indirect P and S waves ob-458

served in addition to the direct phase arrivals. These values can then be used to derive459

the relationship between till density and till shear modulus, as described in Section 2.3.460

The results of the till properties inversion for the Rhonegletscher icequake are plot-461

ted in Figure 9, and given in Table 2. The source mechanism associated with the inver-462

sion is plotted in Supplementary Figure S3. We do not invert for till thickness for the463

Rhonegletscher icequake, with the till layer being fixed at a thickness of 2 m. Table 2464

shows that the variance reduction for the DC source mechanism when also inverting for465

till properties provides a better fit than the DC source mechanism found in the previ-466

ous sections of this study, with V RDC,TPI equal to 0.51 compared to a V RDC value of467

0.42. This implies that modelling for direct and indirect arrivals using our till proper-468

ties inversion method is valid. The shear modulus is plotted against till density, with the469

till density range specified based on geophysical, field, and laboratory measurements (Hal-470

berstadt, Simkins, Anderson, Prothro, & Bart, 2018; Hausmann, Krainer, Brückl, & Mostler,471

2007; N. R. Iverson & Iverson, 2001; Peters, Alley, & Smith, 2007; Peters et al., 2008;472

Truffer, Harrison, & Echelmeyer, 2000). Considering the assumptions made and the as-473

sociated uncertainty of the till shear modulus result (see Figure 9), the shear modulus474

is similar to that predicted by the laboratory experiment results plotted in Figure 9 (N. Iver-475

son, Baker, Hooke, Hanson, & Jansson, 1999; Leeman et al., 2016; Rathbun, Marone,476
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Figure 9. Plot of till shear modulus (µ) against density for the Rhonegletscher icequake.

Black line is the inversion result, with the grey shaded region indicating the uncertainty. Scatter

points show the shear modulus associated the ice and bedrock used in this study (Podolskiy &

Walter, 2016; Walter et al., 2010), as well as values of till modulus calculated from AVO seismic

observations for the Bindschadler Ice Stream, Antarctica (Peters et al., 2007), and laboratory de-

rived measurements of till shear modulus from: Whillans Ice Stream, Antarctica (Dvorkin et al.,

1999; Leeman et al., 2016); Storglaciaren, Sweden (N. Iverson et al., 1999); and the Laurentide

paleo ice sheet (Rathbun et al., 2008). The uncertainties associated with the AVO observations

are plotted as coloured lines.

Alley, & Anandakrishnan, 2008), with all the measured till shear moduli results except477

one falling within the uncertainty bounds of our results. The outlier is the stiff till at the478

Bindschadler Ice Stream (Peters et al., 2007), which is not concerning as it simply im-479

plies that the till in our study is more likely soft than stiff. However, it is clear from Fig-480

ure 9 that the uncertainty magnitude is significant. It is worth noting that the lower till481

shear modulus we find compared to that found for the Whillans Ice Stream could be a482

result of the lower effective normal stress at an alpine glacier compared to an Antarc-483

tic ice stream due to thinner ice (up to ∼ 16MPa in our case, excluding basal water484

pressure effects), or because in situ till has a lower stiffness than that suggested by lab-485

oratory experiments (Winberry, Anandakrishnan, Alley, Bindschadler, & King, 2009).486

A limitation of the till inversion results is the spatial resolution of till layer thick-487

ness that one can resolve using an icequake. The spatial resolution is related to the spec-488

trum of the icequake source and the observed spectrum at the receiver. The highest fre-489

quency component of the source spectrum provides a fundamental limit on the spatial490

scale that can be resolved by our till properties inversion method. In our study, our mod-491

elled source time function has a duration of 1×10−3 s or less, potentially allowing for492

a till thickness sensitivity of 3.6 m for P waves and 1.8 m for S waves. The real source493

time function for an icequake could be of an even shorter duration than we assume in494

this study. However, we cannot resolve such high frequencies at the surface: partly due495

to attenuation in the medium; and partly due to the sampling rate and data processing,496

such as bandpass filtering to remove noise.497

Figure 10 presents a limited analysis of the ability to resolve a till layer 2 m thick498

when attenuation and receiver filtering for the Rhonegletcher icequake. For no attenu-499

ation of the medium and no filtering at the receiver, in Figure 10a, one can observe the500
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fill complexity in the various arrivals due to the presence of the 2 m thick till layer. When501

realistic attenuation is introduced in Figure 10b, some of the complexity in the various502

arrivals is preserved, but some of the smaller amplitude, higher frequency components503

are lost. When realistic attenuation and signal filtering are applied at the receiver, Fig-504

ure 10c, further complexity and more of the higher frequency features are lost. The lat-505

ter data in Figure 10c are comparable to that used in our till properties inversion. We506

therefore conclude that some critical information is lost through the natural attenuation507

characteristics of the ice medium, but also due to frequency filters applied during data508

processing, although there is still some remaining phase information that is incorporated509

into the till properties inversion. We cannot perform the till properties inversion with510

no filtering, since the noise conditions would result in potentially spurious inversion re-511

sults. Unfortunately, the method we present here is therefore significantly limited by fre-512

quency filtering of the signal, and also to some extent by attenuation of the medium, so513

the results should be interpreted tentatively. One could attempt to remove the require-514

ment for filtering by either finding events with less background noise present, or by de-515

ploying instruments deeper into the ice, where the noise conditions are likely lower. Fur-516

thermore, the instrument sampling rates could be increased, increasing the Nyquist fre-517

quency limitations of the data. One could also attempt to understand the source-time518

function characteristics better, possibly even inverting for the source-time function. Such519

an understanding of the source-time function would inform us of the maximum theoret-520

ical till thickness that we could resolve using a passive icequake source.521

We also tried to invert for the Rutford Ice Stream icequake, since we are confident522

that there is also a till layer present where the icequake originates. Such an inversion would523

be expected to work if there is a strong seismic velocity contrast between the till and un-524

derlying bedrock, leading to strong reflections, like those observed at Rhonegletscher. How-525

ever, we could not obtain realistic estimates for the bulk and shear moduli using our method,526

even when varying our till layer thickness over a range of 1 to 40m. This differs from527

our previous experiments where the till layer thickness was fixed at 2 m (see Figure 6).528

The failure to obtain a realistic result from the inversion is likely to be because the seis-529

mic velocity contrast between the till and the bedrock is less distinct at this point on the530

bed of the Rutford Ice Stream than at the Rhonegletscher bed, with the bedrock at the531

Rutford Ice Stream being sedimentary (A. M. Smith, 1997a; A. M. Smith & Murray, 2009)532

compared to the higher seismic velocity bedrock in the Alps (Walter et al., 2010). If there533

is an insufficient impedance contrast, then any reflected energy will be weak and atten-534

uated before reaching the surface, resulting in a null inversion result. This is a limita-535

tion of our method. However, if the seismic wave field were sampled at a higher spatial536

resolution, and/or a larger magnitude icequakes were observed, it may be possible to over-537

come this limitation.538

Although we use passive seismic observations, which act as a P and S wave source,539

active seismology methods using a P wave source only can also be used to investigate540

glacier bed properties. The most useful active seismic method is amplitude-variation-541

with-offset/angle (AVO/AVA). This method involves using a near surface active source542

to generate P waves that then reflect of the ice-bedrock or ice-till interface and are mea-543

sured at a number of surface receivers. If the source-receiver offset is varied, then the544

observed incidence angle of the P wave reflecting off the bed is varied. The reflectivity545

coefficient varies with P wave incidence angle and observational results can be compared546

to theoretical predictions in order to infer bed properties (Booth et al., 2016). This has547

been undertaken on glaciers and can be used to infer till properties such as whether the548

till is consolidated or unconsolidated and whether the bed is wet or dry (e.g. Christian-549

son et al. (2014); Peters et al. (2007, 2008)). We have plotted the till shear modulus cal-550

culated using AVO observations of s-wave velocity and till density for the Bindschadler551

Ice Stream, Antarctica, in Figure 9. While the soft till result is in agreement with our552

observations, the uncertainties associated with AVO measurements are typically much553

smaller than using the passive seismic method outlined in this study. However, AVO stud-554
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Figure 10. The effect of attenuation and bandpass signal filtering on the ability to resolve a

till layer for the Rhonegletscher icequake. The seismograms are for a DC source with a strike,

dip and rake of 85.1o, 24.4o and −90.0o, respectively, arriving at station RA54. a) Synthetic seis-

mogram for negligible attenuation. b) Seismograms for attenuation, but no filtering. The ice Q

factors are 600 for P and 300 for S, and till Q factors are 25 for P and 1 for S. c) Same as (b) ex-

cept a bandpass filter is applied between 5 and 100 Hz. The till layer is 2 m thick. The velocities

of the media and sourcec-time function used are as in the other inversions in this study.
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ies are limited by the incidence angle that can be observed, important for deciphering555

between different bed models (Booth et al., 2016). Such studies are also limited by the556

practical challenges involved with the survey setup. For measuring incident angles of up557

to 40o for ice 2 km thick, one would require a source-receiver spacing of over 3 km, with558

many receivers in between to provide adequate variation of incident angle. Such a sur-559

vey would only provide a single point measurement at a certain location for one instant560

in time. Obtaining multiple measurements in a field campaign therefore is challenging.561

Theoretically, using passive seismic sources with the method we propose allows for a mea-562

surements of till properties at various locations within a seismic network over a period563

of time, as long as the icequake sources vary spatially and temporally. Our method could564

therefore complement active seismic methods for providing improved measurements of565

glacial bed conditions.566

To our knowledge the Rhonegletscher till shear modulus result is the first remotely567

estimated value of shear modulus, an important observational parameter for constrain-568

ing the rheological properties of the till for ice dynamics models. The failure of our method569

to obtain a till shear modulus result for the Rutford Ice Stream further emphasises that570

our method requires further development and greater sampling of the seismic wavefield,571

or larger magnitude icequakes. Nevertheless, our method of obtaining till shear modu-572

lus provides a valuable foundation for making observations of basal shear strength at glaciers.573

4 Conclusions574

Figure 11. Schematic diagram summarising our key findings.

Figure 11 summarises the key findings of this work. Firstly, a DC mechanism pro-575

vides the best fit to the observations. Although this has been assumed in previous stick-576

slip icequake studies, we show that this is the best source mechanism model for such basal577

icequakes, using information from the full waveforms to constrain the results. Secondly,578

the icequake source mechanism appears to be independent of glacial scale, with an alpine579

stick-slip icequake at 200 m depth exhibiting the same properties as an icequake from580

a 2 km thick Antarctic ice stream. This result suggests that alpine icequakes could be581

used for studying basal sliding of bodies of ice at any scale. The significance of this re-582
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sult is that it is often far easier to access and observe phenomena on alpine glaciers due583

to their comparatively easy accessibility and the thinner layer of ice between the surface584

and the bed. Thirdly, stick-slip icequakes most likely originate at, or very near (< 1 m),585

the ice-bed interface. The best fitting source mechanism results indicate that failure of586

the system during a sliding event most likely occurs at the ice-bed interface, with the587

waveforms being relatively simple suggesting few reflections off interfaces. The fourth588

result of this study is that our full waveform source mechanism results are approximately589

independent of 3D effects, to first order. The fifth result is that the bed is coupled to590

the ice distally from the source. This result agrees with the theory that the bed has patches591

of higher friction, i.e. it is mechanically coupled in multiple locations (e.g. Alley (1993)).592

The final result is that in certain circumstances it may be possible to use an icequake593

remotely estimate the till shear modulus, allowing for the possibility of constraining how594

ice dynamics models simulate basal sliding using real, remotely measured basal sliding595

observations with meaningful measured parameters. Although we only show this ten-596

tative observation for the alpine icequake, our method provides a foundation for future597

studies, where better constraint of the till shear modulus might be possible.598
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